The effects of climate change are increasingly considered in conjunction with changes in water 9 demand and reservoir sedimentation in forecasts of water supply vulnerability. Here, the relative 10 effects of these factors are evaluated for the Washington, DC metropolitan area water supply for the 
Reservoir is the larger of the two (109 ×10 6 m 3 ), but is located approximately 9-10 days hydrologic 162 travel time upstream of the WMA intakes (Table 1) 
Climate Change Flow Simulation

175
The effect of climate change was simulated by stochastically generating daily climate-adjusted 176 streamflow and precipitation time series using the method described in Stagge and Moglen (2013) .
177
Five GCM models (Table 2) 
190
Daily streamflow was generated for USGS stream gauge 01646500, located on the Potomac 
Demand and Sedimentation Projections
197
Demand projections (Table 3) were based on the most recent population and demand projections 
206
Sedimentation rates (Table 4) were based on historical trend analysis (Ahmed et al. 2010) using 207 the Kendall-Theil Robust Line (Sen 1968 ). This non-parametric method is a popular alternative to 208 linear regression and is more robust to outliers. The rate of sedimentation was assumed to remain 209 constant for all future time steps, but was only projected until 2040 to match demand changes. This 
(Q LF (t) and Q LF (t − 1) and
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RESULTS
290
Projected Changes to WMA Reliability
291
Three major processes are projected to affect the reliability of the WMA water supply system 292 over the next century. These are demand change, reservoir sedimentation, and climate change.
293
To identify the relative impact of these processes on the system, the system was simulated while 294 adjusting to each parameter in isolation. (Fig. 2) . However, it is important to note that
As expected based on the vulnerability portion of the study, runs combining the climate pro- Potomac low flows, while Patuxent rule curve modifications decrease reservoir storage penalties.
380
No system shortage failures were noted and were, therefore, not included in the discussion. This is 381 because the existing operating rules prioritize satisfying daily demand at the expense of violating 382 the other objectives.
383
Buffer Equation
384
Within the WMA water supply operating rules, the Buffer Equation is designed to balance 385 storage levels between the reservoirs on the main-stem of the Potomac River, the upstream Jennings represented by a black diagonal line in Fig. 4 ), in which a negative storage imbalance recommends 391 a larger than necesary release from the Jennings Ranolph to reduce load on the Little Seneca.
392
The right side of these plots (positive imbalance) reduces Jennings Ranolph releases under the 393 assumption that the deficit will be satisfied through releases from the downstream Little Seneca
394
Reservoir. Under the current policy, the slope of the Buffer Equation (Fig. 4) does not change substantially with time between current conditions and the 2070 to 2099 projection.
410
Although the right side of the equation has little effect on Z Flowby , it is important for improving
411
Z RecSeason (Fig. 4b) as a case study. First, system vulnerability due to projected changes was evaluated using repeated 558 simulation and then these vulnerabilities were addressed using multi-objective optimization to 559 develop a set of optimized rules under future conditions. These rules form the basis for an 560 adaptation strategy, using efficient management without the need for physical improvements.
561
A system-wide increase in demand of 23% by the year 2040 is projected to decrease available 
575
Five potential modifications to existing operating rules were evaluated using the multi-objective 576 evolutionary algorithm optimization scheme. None of the optimized operating rules were able to 577 completely mitigate the combined effects of demand change, sedimentation and climate changes. 
